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Conditional Conjunction (a)
If you are using the incorrect screen reader in your home or office
(if said office is located less than 1 Mile from said hole)…

impossible pines
above dry river's narrows
small side canyons leak

Ingredients: lobster tails and claws, papaya sans seeds, cilantro, plantain
chips, ground allspice, dried thyme, cayenne pepper, almonds, freshly
ground black pepper, ground sage, ground nutmeg, ground cinnamon,
garlic powder or fresh, sugar, olive oil, soy sauce, white vinegar, orange
juice, scotch bonnet pepper (habañero), green onions—finely chopped,
onion—finely chopped, lime juice, lime zest garnish

zipper scents
pavement's slipper

Poetry and Philosophy Interrogations: Dwellings and Local Ruptures
Page 3

swallowing almonds
teeth fall
jawbones and lightbulbs
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Dancing like Architecture (I)
Salvage FLOOR ALIGNMENT graphically.
Represent: “A step in any direction, followed by a Close (no weight) and a
Hold.”
Partners symmetrically aligned.
Accidentally, the pair does not like each other,
Thus flee into a single lingering question
To bring feet together without altering weight.
Next: BRUSH aka SCUFF – foot draws pizza four times.
Kick the anchovy forward.
Shift: Heel to instep (third position),
Describe a designated time before taking another step.

The Tied Key: A Locksmith’s Interpretation of Contemporary Art
1948, Oil and Marker on irregular canvas, 72 x 62 in. at some
instance

If a home is primarily for dwelling,
What does this require?
***
Buildings grapple space,
Tell us what we must accomplish.
***
1st Natural: cave out of rain.
2nd Natural: architecture
(perfecting).

…then you’ll be smashed like a bug on the plush carpet of a multinational
corporation.
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Media Directive (one’s the loneliest number that you’ll ever do)
Everyone stands in a circle (except the patient who is standing in the
middle) and has been told to remember a different station name. Preheat
oven to 450 degrees. Caution: Never work on live wires.

“I’ll do the dishes when I get home. I’ll be home afterwards. After that,
yes.”

Trail Description:
The Flat Paved Point Trail is the longest trail in the country designed for
complete accessibility to all comers. As such, it is entirely paved, although
the eye is able to wander over rough ground and cross a small brook before
climbing more steeply to view an old tree that is completely rotten. Access
by way of the old intersection with the new streetlight.

Two scenes:
bamboo forest
vertically enhanced
and the wooden columns
keeping us dry
eventually.
Gift: Burnt hamburger, burnt bed, burnt tomato, burnt mp3 player, burnt
video, burnt wedding, burnt airplane peanuts, burnt weapons, burnt
corners, burnt sleep, burnt matches, burnt girlfriends, burnt amplification,
burnt ticket, burnt footbath, burnt optional time-clock container, burnt
birthstone, burnt bridges, burnt jobhunts, burnt weekends, burnt friends,
burnt appropriate
5 Down: The road where you were born.
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out (8-9+2)
Regulatory processes shout:
Choose a policy. Implement it.
Document it. Evaluate.
Teethless wonks don’t care about content.
Lobster-Jamaican Jerk, tossed with lime, papaya, cilantro, and plantain
chips—$16
EXIT 34y:
Historical Marker of No Value

List of Plates:
(a) Archeologists at Work
(b) Teeth
(c) Map of Political Animosity
(d) The Tools We Use to Divide
(e) Religion (bubbles of it)

(liberalism’s lifting leaflets)

You Have the String To Outlast Most Recent Charges
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Patent Application (1)
Lawsuit and Food Board Game
The invention at issue comprises the rules and apparatus for playing an
educational, legal, and gustatory based game intended to produce fun. The
board-game includes a decoder ring for each of the plurality of players (a
concession to purveyors of identity politics), a food package insert
comprising a multi-part structure having at least one removable portion,
politically coded play money, handcuffs to prevent participants from eating
ineligible food, appeal cards, a grease resistant cellulose support web, jury
nullification dice, and edible weaponry. The spaces instruct players either
to bring a simulated lawsuit or to act as a result of a simulated
circumstance associated with being a member of an associated gustatory
industry. The colored film insert is printed with the second color and is at
least partially transparent for revealing a hidden image printed on one of
the interior surfaces. Further, the game includes a value generator
configured to generate a worth (minus nausea and bloating) based on the
selected probability-influencing indicia. The generated value (in addition
to gustatory enjoyment) determines a winner.
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Conditional Conjunction (b)
If they had witnessed terrorists slitting the throats of allied
soldiers…

shoes hung along the
limbs of the cottonwood,
death and water flood.

Ingredients: halibut fillet, fig leaves (thawed if frozen), butter, hibiscus
flowers (not really flowers), olive oil, capers, lime

sound begins
mannequin’s mound

Viral Theories of Contagion Theory in and Around Anxiety
Page 64

postage stamps planted
beside orange trees
college students stole both fruits
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Dancing like Architecture (II)
Leap across the line of dance (reverse diagonal right).
Shift weight from one foot using rapid sliding progress.
Transfer weight and spin in air effortlessly.
Let heel land first.
Bend knee to absorb shock (or hurt yourself).

Coffee Mill Used for a Bicycle Wheel
Recycled Readymade, tired, 1990, dimensions move with artist

In the context of a pergola
Connecting modern minimalism
With Harvard Law School’s grandeur.
Studying, stuck in the middle, it looks plain funny.

…then you’ll vote for a democrat, right?
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Media Directive (the terrible twos are MINE!)
Have your standardized test scores sent directly from the testing agency.
Pour salad dressing in a large bowl. Enter a brief title clearly identifying
your project. Select a field of expertise from one listed on the pull-down
menu. Identify your employment level, as well as your citizenship status.
Add the chicken parts to the dressing, coating well.

“If they’re brewing Starbucks as Fabian’s that’s kind of ironic because
they’re my two favorite coffees in the entire world.”

Trail Description:
Walk up a steep grade to a random historic monument. If you have done
this the monument must be in honor of your kin. I won’t make fun of you
for making the trek.

Thick painted piers
midair
smooth vacation colors
swathing recycled-wood’s rough grain.

Gift: Windex, 6 rolls toilet paper, 3 plastic combs, spare stereo knobs,
remote controls, dent controls, sandpaper, paint thinner, buckets, mop
heads, post-it notes, bookmarks, flight schedules, chocolate counters,
beans, spare knob heads

18 Across: The aesthetic standards of the aesthetic life.
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out ((2*7)-12)
Sometimes we get more applications than sales:
Everyone wants to be the one who shows customers how
Her clothes are the essence of attitude and flexibility.
***
How long do you deal with each shopper?
Do you know how much it costs to process product consumers?
How would you describe your favorite shirt at the Gap?

Roasted Red Pepper and Turnip Soup—Garlic Rubbed Brioche Croutons—
$6.95

EXIT 5:
McDonald’s
EASY OFF-ON

List of Plates:
XXII. Cock crowing after discovering the political affair.
XXV. Soldiers binding papers together for the prosecution.
XXVI. Administration tying our hands and spitting in our face.
XXVII. Crucifixion (but we spit at them first).

(operational ogling omnivores)

[===> Please enter your reply below this line <===]
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Patent Application (2)
Poem coding and retrieval system and method thereof
A solution expressed as a search organization with coded content
information consisting of available poems and a search method using same
technology. Using the strategies of poemNET, the process time for
searching the information at hand can be greatly reduced. At the zenith of
the system, poemNET, is the ability to search the content of poems through
the lens of the reader. But not only that, the system is capable of using
variable (Marxist, PoMo, deconstructionist, feminist, Freudian, Lacanian,
etc.) reading strategies in order to generate various contents, which are then
available for a poemNET capable search. This is truly a solution in the IT
usage of the word. But poemNet is not fragmented. It merely uses
fragmented strategies to produce the unitary consciousness of agreement.
A motto of this technology might be: Diversity is Nice, but Agreement is
Better. The goal, of course, is to teach user’s to be better liberals through a
complex of assorted literary devices.
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Conditional Conjunction (c)
If they offered me $10 to travel naked and unescorted through the
city carrying the cash...

fake year in a coat
scanned better than your bad eye
cut thoughts on a page

Ingredients: 14.5-ounce can unsweetened coconut milk, 12 whole green
cardamom pods, crushed, 3 fresh kaffir lime leaves (3 double leaves), Thai
red-curry paste, fish sauce (nam pla or nuoc nam), Kaffir Lime Batter, icecold ginger ale

beneath retrieve
believe death

Bricking-In Conflict Management Groups
Page 418

horses ride frame edges
next to songs meaning your personality,
but somebody is always reigning you in
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Dancing like Architecture (III)
Perfect Dance Themes:
(1) Evolution & dissolution of tribes
(2) Unison / Breaking away
(3) Give me some respect (showing off for props)
(4) Movement Vs. Pose (End on a Pose)
(5) The possibility of individuality
(6) Struggle & intimacy
(7) Leading / Following
(8) Symbiosis
(9) Flirtation / Sexuality

Indentations of the Beloved; Raymond Cachet
Oil on Canvas, To Be Hung Upside Down, Estimated Value
$32,000

‘Letting dwell’ in the rest of space:
Speaking of the home is a conversation anyone may enter…
Conditioned matter of course constrained,
Personal choices contrived
By structured city’s mishap.

…then you must not believe in capital punishment.
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Media Directive (three’s company too)
If English is not your native language—regardless of your citizenship—
you must provide the university with verification of your proficiency in
English. Pour sauce evenly around the edge. Do not abbreviate except
where unavoidable. Seal, label, and freeze.

“It’s getting to the point where if we didn’t recycle our lottery tickets we
would be bad people.”

Trail Description:
4 Mi. (Grooming is infrequent, although skiers “set” a decent track); a
gentle, flat loop (accompanied by Norwegian Pines) along the edge of
Tomboy Stream and through a tremendous range of cedars; perfect for
beginning skiers.

Pinned raku boxes –
fractures dictate what fits inside
which
liquids spill.
***
Rough crosses inscribe lines of ceramic bodies.
Our irregular heads are tied on with bronze wires;
whatever fits in
her pocket.
Gift: The William Carlos Williams: Wheelbarrow, cheap stethoscope, red
paint, plums
21 Down: Origin of the Down Syndrome.
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out ((25/5)-2)
Match threats and vulnerabilities.
Write two more rules:
No more false positives.
Narrowing the grass out of the field.

Iced Oysters on the Half-Shell—Chili Malt-Vinegar Mignonette—$8

EXIT 11A:
Freedom Rd.

List of Plates:
V. The angel of God appearing on television.
XXII. A contestant holding his blossoming rod.
XXIV. Virgin and Child flee to Canada after Bush is reelected.
XXVII. An angel bringing lox and challah to Mary in the temple.

(sample scaffolding sector)

So many cranes in China
So many cranes in the Bay Area
So many cranes building to fall
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Patent Application (3)
Animal Display
A warm room for cool heads is provided for cold-blooded animals or
creatures, such as snakes, by casting rock-like formations into livable
representations of dwelling gatherings. Predetermined contours of our
lives should not be forgotten. A constant-volume-inlet-valve and a
constant-volume-outlet-valve provide for stable air flow within each
individual drawer while the exhaust air is expelled to a low pressure
exhaust duct. Life, the snake will find, is always better with a soundtrack
played at high volume. Exhaustion will ensue and the snake will sleep as
he is wont to do. A heating device is provided to promote comforting
dreams and an attachment to man’s underlying ideological commitments.
The lesson of the display (and it is just a cage, let’s remember) is: Do not
attempt escape. You will die in the world. This is man’s world. You will
die in man’s world. Stay here in this display. Do not slither away.
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Conditional Conjunction (d)
If they mated in the past year…

but don’t all haikus
need a seasonal motif
like blossoms or wind?

Ingredients: Pears (not really), red wine (not really), beef (not really), time
(not really), brie (not really), red onion (not really), cider vinegar (not
really), brownie mix (not really), chicken (not really), stress (not really),
alligator (not really), rabbit (not really), duck (not really), lime (not really),
stretching (not really), peanut butter (not really)

scrape broken
open shape

Internal Contradictions of Average Marketers: Sales and Slumber Parties
Page 6

ends: forks stabbing
just upon a sweet twig;
I’ll always remember
your shattered glass
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Dancing like Architecture (IV)
Goofy homage: steps, finally pointing unto caricature:
How do we take it further and still allow them to know our gratitude?
“That’s what every last dancer was asking her self tonight.”
***
Fountain mimics dancers in the day’s only hour of light,
Or do dancers imitate water with their toes pointed deep?
Windows hold reflections as well as transmit them.

Prime-Number Mirror Displacements (1, 3, 5, 7, 13 & 17)
Mirrors Settled Around the Countryside; Stolen, Insurance Claim
Filed

Inner empty spaces of a down:
That hip industrial look for your soul,
Scaffolding, wires, broken folding chairs.
More and more realism that says: This is how we live.

…then the conductor will raise his hands to transmit a revolutionary war.
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Media Directive (four more years keep me progressive)
One Gentleman takes three chairs and arranges them in a large circle along
with all the other men. Add enough ice water, a little at a time, until the
ball easily draws together and holds; do not get it sticky. Describe your
current position, including title, institution or organization, department, and
a brief description of your duties (600 character, or approximately 85 word,
limit). Peel film-top off and set aside.
“Do some work for us; we’ll get the press release out.”
Trail Description:
These trails are admirably upheld and offer some spectacular views of that
silent Canyon. But you will sweat for this glory. On the way down:
people will ask you: How much further? You will not want to answer.
The Dark Twisted Tree Trail has the advantage of offering a considerable
amount of shade (depending on the time of day), but neither the canyon nor
the tree is worth it if you’re a wimp.
Rubbing crayons over each media;
transmitting what we have done.
Is it what we will remember?
Sad motivations for another cartoon
backing away from political praxis,
more funny suburban anomie.

Gift: Condiments (shrink wrap): Sweet Red Pepper Relish, Horseradish
Dijon Mustard, Truffle Oil, Organic Extra-Virgin Olive Oil (Trader Joe’s),
Fancy Reserve Smoky BBQ Sauce, Local Missouri Sauerkraut (festival),
Heinz Ketchup to “keep it real”
27 Down: Conservative uses of terrorism, in a word.
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out (1+1+1+1)
Expensive initiative mapping organization’s structure:
Get the sack to the right guy.
Progress through hidden trending reports.
Product architecture doesn’t always match organizational structure.

Basil-fed Escargot—Jamón serrano, Crevette Gris—$12.00

EXIT 420:
You Can Buy Drugs Here

List of Drawings:
Light Wave Polarization by Grid Selection
Skin Waves
Water Waves
Heat Waves Dissipating Around Sunset
Sound Waves Emitting from a Beautiful Pop-Song

(dismissals’ drying detachments)

You turned the lip on its dry edge for the sitting president to exploit
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Patent Application (4)
“Spoon”: Food Retrieval System
An atypical search engine for foods with manual override and search
method the same as the user (hereafter known as the “Eater”). The system
includes a handle (frosted, beveled, polished, hammered, all qualify as
spoons and are thus subject to this patent) and a scoop. This, if I might
add, is the genius (and the legal originality) of the design: the novel
combination of scoop and handle. The angle of the scoop may be as severe
as any eater might wish. The key is that the “spoon” is able to search
through any number of foods, provided they are not inordinately dense
(such as bones or tough meat) and bring these foods (and thus their tastes)
into the eater’s mouth (and thus her body). The search-engine adheres to
the user’s brain and is therefore capable of ever so many majesties. When
foods are entered into the “spoon” they may be rather immediately brought
to the eater’s mouth. To prevent disease and other roommate fatalities the
“spoon” needs to be cleansed. But this is no more than a momentary
procedure and should not hassle the user a great deal. Unfortunately, as the
technology exists today there is no database for storing information as
either MS word documents, spreadsheets, or taste matrixes. But do not
worry, my dear patent reader, these technologies are on their way. For now
this will have to do. My company, Oneida, will refile when these
technologies have successfully been brought to market.
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Conditional Conjunction (e)
If you don't want to alter the “at will” relationship assumed in most
states, under which you can terminate an employee at any time for no
reason…
the problem is the
connection between haiku
and trite greeting cards.
Ingredients (not in order of quantity or timing): pliable lavash, bottled
tomato chutney, 6 large thin slices rare roast beef, fresh basil leaves, plenty
of arugula leaves, Dijon mustard, finely grated peeled fresh gingerroot,
red-wine vinegar, coriander seeds (crushed), dried hot red-pepper flakes,
chopped fresh chives
fern loss
cross churn
Desired Wing Strength and Migration Patterns

Page 84

(full block)
familiarize argumentation
narrow current community
***
drawing contingent schools’
accounts for specific needs
to “up the ante” a bit
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Dancing like Architecture (V)
Shoulders down or confront giving your power away.
Left lead; Plié in each position twice.
Squeeze your cheeks into second.
Relevé once, improve through to the next.

Giles De Loser Queries Nietzsche
Metaphysical Presuppositions Inscribed in Bronze, Shattered
1942, Remade (?)

Silhouette’s rough blue steel.
Who is waiting for the light to pierce the pane?
How quickly are shadows progressing up the stairs?
Cantilevered light changes for the willing.

…then the passenger will search for fruit juice and transport pot.
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Media Directive (five’s a prime number)
Swing your arms to get your pulse tapping. Ease into a calm state of mind.
Read and follow the instructions carefully to avoid delays,
misunderstandings, and possible return of applications. Answer whether or
not you are affiliated with an institution. If yes, identify your institution.

“You predetermined the wires and lending procedures and this is what the
artist has done. I think we have to live within it.”
Trail Description:
An eleven-mile series of nested loops and hierarchies within a rolling oakhickory forest landscaped with roiling brooks and subtly sprinkled with
particular conifers. The original Bearclaw Almond Trail has since been
expanded into a 20-mile system that is considered one of the most scenic
cross-country ski trails in all the Midwest. Hunters always welcome in the
fall, but not in the spring. Pit toilets available at the trailhead.
Layered homoerotic blurbs
envelop images of scientific discovery;
shrieks and mishaps of white light finish the surface:
“Can I call you right back?
I’m right in the middle of a sale.”
Gift: That Fish Place Coloring Book, Billy And Maria Visit The National
Weather Service Coloring Book, Celebrating Wildflowers And Toxic
Sludge Coloring Books, Breyer Coloring/Activity Book, Trolls And
Lawyers Coloring Book, Least Favorite Animals Coloring Book, Football
Team Coloring Book For Insecure Teenagers

13 Down: The reason everyone thinks they’re middle class.
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out (52/5)
Access to legit information by authorized individuals.
Rules lead through degrees of integration.
Porn purveyors can’t want strong authentication:
Chomps into their privacy-centric business model.

Pecan-Encrusted Grouper Grilled and Laced with a Mushroom Sassafras
Sauce—$32

EXIT 65v:
Fake Drawing House

Plates for an Unwritten Book:
(a) Ribbons and dialects
(b) Foundations of string
(c) Necklace of light around a bass
(d) Yellowing illuminated grid

<<< back to artist page

(bucolic bent barking)

In the distance you’ll be sure to note the presence of beauty.
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Patent Application (5)
Personality
How do you get where you are? A dispensing apparatus includes
recirculating systems though which the dispersants are recirculated to
prevent settling of solid components, such as pigments that may be present
in the dispersants. That is, our personalities will all get mixed up in the
wash. This, of course, brings up the question of how you know who you
are. The table is positioned to dispense a selected dispersant into a
container placed atop a weighing scale through the dispenser selected in
accordance with a fancy recipe. You will be poured out of the spout; or
rather, the process is continued until all of the desired dispersants are
dispensed into the container to form the composition, such as an
automotive paint.
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Conditional Conjunction (f)
If she were funnier in her last role as a guy…

who’s researching what
dilemmas and services
how souls separate

Ingredients: ricotta cheese, fresh spinach, fresh kale, fresh chard, flour,
grated Parmesan cheese, eggs, unsalted butter, 1/2 onion, nutmeg

forward anointed
sword pointed

Seeing: A Backhanded Defense

Page 32

frosted edges
coffee table book
out in snow
makes a shelter
all its own
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Dancing like Architecture (VI)
I am dancing with Rilke, he stains my pen.
I wonder if he really danced
or did he merely sit in smoky rooms
and lonely write of dancing in fields?

Myth of Surface
Granite, 1924, Still Here and Ticking

Steel inner-structure of a skyscraper,
Ear and the smallest bone
Pouring cement like white noise
To fill your home, to spend your day.

…then we would rely on laws known to all and fixed in advance (rule of
law).
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Media Directive (a half-dozen oysters on the half-shell)
Take all the girls out of the room and tell them that the room has a line of
soldiers who are willing to demonstrate their skills of quick and slow
firing. Deal cards out evenly among players. Before commencing, a
second person is brought into the room and told to watch. Go Slowly.

“Don’t let that be any kind of indicator of the quality of the food.”

Trail Description:
Parallel paved and stone-dust trails take walkers both near scenic icy-water
and directly in front of several famous expensive houses. The city expects
that the trail will be a popular spot for walking, running, bicycling, and
rollerblading as long as it is not overrun with crime.

A paper hanging from the artist’s pants
leaves the man on the phone
with nothing that’s cool.

Gift: Asian Butterfly Suncatcher, lumber, frogs, flyfishing hat from REI
(include gift receipt; it’s ugly), Swiss Army pocket watch, compass,
Tibetan Book of the Dead, Enya CD, Spiritual Dream Diary and Mapquest,
Thich Nhat Hanh’s most recent offering

49 Diagonal: Were WMDs found in Iraq?
Add-On: Do you watch FOX News?
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out (42/7)
Planning a big rollout of vulnerability thought solutions:
Rebuilds search-engine optimization.
Once policy is determined in pebbles
Audit trails can commit to meaning a path.

Massaged Against the Wall—Tomato-Rubbed Bruschetta w/ Ginger
Sauce—$12

EXIT 9238A:
Workaholic Dome

List of Plates:
XVIII. My temptation in the mall.
XIX. Republican swine rushing into the sea.
XX. Music motivating us to cast a devil out of our tent.
XXI. The Transfiguration.

(discrete deteriorated demimondes)

Notice: list has shut down for drastic move
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A Hatred
I hate finding out that a store I love is part of a chain. I hate that
realization. This is an occurrence that is becoming more and more
common, almost to the point of ubiquity. The feeling associated with this
experience could be called “that surprised chain feeling” and I’m not quite
sure where it fits in the spectrum of feelings. It's a kind of disappointment
mixed with the feeling of betrayal. Contempt is involved. The sort of guilt
one feels at Starbucks is also associated with it. And, not least, the sinking
feeling of embarrassment is also inextricably bound to it. The
philosophically interesting point about “the surprised chain feeling” is that
it revolves around the dichotomy between original and copy. The original
item, or store in this case, is always more valuable than its copy. But, as
has been shown by contemporary philosophers, the original depends upon
the existence of the copy for its identity as original. There is always the
fear in life that you're not an original; that you are merely a copy of
someone else's way of living; that you haven't really decided, merely taken
someone else's word that you've decided on your life. This is the fear that
is brought to the fore when you discover that something you love is merely
a copy, merely a franchise, and also, and more generally, merely a
commodity. This fear also has a positive side. It is similar to the
philosopher Richard Rorty’s idea of the ironist. He writes that when the
ironist “philosophizes about her situation, she does not think her
vocabulary is closer to reality than others, that it is in touch with a power
not herself.” The ironist isn’t interested in the authentic, unique
experience, because she knows that it is possible that every authentic,
unique experience is underwritten by an experience that is merely a copy,
merely a franchise. As a human in the postmodern world it is important to
be able to swirl an experience or idea back and forth in the mouth between
your ironic taste-buds and your sincere ones. As citizens of the
postmodern world we must look both ironically and sincerely at “that
surprised chain feeling”. We must see the experience both as the horrible
homogenized product of globalization and as that which allows us to see
that we are never authentic, that we are never unique, but eloquent
constructions of chosen language. Still, I hate this feeling. I want original
stores. I want original products. I want original poems.
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Conditional Conjunction (g)
If she steps away from the van in the next shot as he asks her to
have a simple vegetarian lunch with him in a famous restaurant…

border lottery
corner tax info hidden
wine stuck on your glass
Ingredients: 6 heirloom varieties of tomato (Green Grape, Stupice, Green
Zebra, Brandywine, Mortgage Lifter, and Cherokee Purple), sourdough
baguette, garlic, mozzarella, rosemary (optional), olive oil
dare styles
hair tiles

Interrogations of Globalizations: Do We Want Poor People to Have More?
Page 72

before what we borrow
is dead
it is beneath us
***
burning cabinets =
metaphysical confusions
for the foot on the mind’s pedal
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Dancing like Architecture (VII)
This novel is a grand dance:
A dance or nothing, a dance quickly with my wife
while on our magic carpet;
a dance by myself in front of the stereo
where I don't owe anybody anything.
Dancing is not owing nor owning,
falling into the action of conversation.
This novel is a dance and the action of having an idea.

Grass in My Yard
365 Digital Narcissistic Photographs, Available Online, Order
from Ofoto

Waiting for freezing and thawing
to split the architecture of bones:
Speak with me the names of grasses and of buildings.

…then you will never ever be able to eat meat again.
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Media Directive (seven sunken submarines)
First, teach them the four rules for avoiding fatal crashes! Provide other
relevant information about your professional activities and
accomplishments (1,500 characters or approximately 215 words). Focus
on your neck, shoulders, triceps, back, and legs.

“We’re going to do this bizarre horrible thing, is it legal?”

Trail Description:
1.6 Mi. This is technically a legal place to walk but for various reasons it
is not the official route.

A body is poured and divided into cubes.
The eggs were left out.
Every station has an industrial zone.
Then there were plastic vessels filled with oil.

Gift: one (1) place setting Villeroy & Boch New Wave collection, extra
pieces: large party plate, shaking bread bowl, both square and elongated
dinner plates, chopping board atop shallow bowl: “We Wish You All the
Best Wishes for Your New Loving Marriage, Mr. and Mrs. Kramberstam”

16 Across: Dollar amount of my next birthday present from you.
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out (√49)
Opensource “bread and Butter” as a matter of course;
concrete programs to distribute surplus equipment to those
who need it; hampered rather than helped.
We are hoping to “triangulate” the relationship with a non-profit.

Creamless Corn Chowder—Finnan Haddie, Poblano and Serrano Pepper
Puree—$7.00

EXIT 234:
TWA, Enron, Kmart, United
Stadium

List of Plates:
XXVI. To the Politicians (some of you suck); 1995
XXVII. Dayton Claudio: Sex, Laws and Coathangers; 1992.
XXVIII. Snapshots of Several Not Very Famous Families (conceptual)
L. Turkey or this year's mallard
LII. My Political Heart; 2004 (bleeding)

(jeopardizing jilted jobs)

Several arrangements for discourse routinely do not lead to consensus,
Generalizations… if his method of paying participants will work?
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Dear Pebble Beach Company,
I am an artist/photographer and have heard that if I want to depict that
famous tree, the lone cypress, I must receive your permission. I have
noticed that about 50 miles or so up the coast there is another tree with
roughly the same form as “the lone cypress”. The only difference between
the two trees is that this other tree is fairly scrawny as trees go. My
question is: if I take a photograph of this other tree and title the resulting
photo “Lone Cypress,” do I need to obtain your permission?
Thank you for your time and your resort,
Francis Raven
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Conditional Conjunction (h)
If it’s been hard to tell sometimes what ball you are playing with…

shoes burn, fuse the sand
into glass, waste and product,
overgrown trails run

Ingredients: Decadent Gastronomic Delights including chocolate, eggs,
caviar, blue cheese, salt, sugar, butter, keep going, keep going, you
understand?

new pause
shoe gauze

An Adverbial Theory of Moving Away from Your Parents
Page 38

Shortcut: her student
entire inner
sleepily road
not quite the right song
for your anniversary
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Dancing like Architecture (VIII)
Open position: forward, forward
Through third position
Star Close Star Hold Close
Use some technical words
Move through the line of dance.

Plodding Joyfully In Gomorrah
Diary of Sins in 7 Parts, Dance and Building, 2004

This is the value of an open book
In the living room catching
The eyes’ fire for building:
Perhaps some living
Is still strapped
In that resistant architecture.

…then the water will be still, the cars will move, and I will finally begin
working.
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Media Directive (eight maids a’mourning)
Enter the warehouse receipt number. Wash and peel apples (soap, paring
knife); core and chop them using a small knife. Cool and enjoy eating your
experiment! Never try to remove jewelry or clothing from a burn victim
before reaching a hospital if those items seem stuck to the skin.

“That experience motivated the work being a little bit more about her own
personal mortality and what I choose to think of as her absolutely brilliant
inner life.”
Trail Description:
To initiate the hike, walk across the parking lot, turn right, make a left at
the sign, pick up a manual, retrace your steps, turn right, and you should be
at the beginning of the trail. First, you will see several invasive species. If
you walk further, much further, you will be fortunate enough to see some
of California’s native trees and charismatic megafauna.

Some committee of price follows a leg into air
around its duration: take photographs (or, at least,
draw stupid adolescent sketches). Oh yes, you are fairly funny.

Gift: Gift Certificate to Condom World, Ted Berrigan’s The Sonnets,
Professional Blush, Lip Glass, Guarantee for One of My “Patented”
Manicures, The History of Sexuality : The Care of the Self (Michel
Foucault), KOCO NY Card (bliss sentiment)

19 Down: Number of victims in America.
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out (792/99)
Anticipated to be replaced.
Money saved: Case Study to Follow.
Step up to the plate: confront organizational issues.
Thought leadership on demand,
on leased lines, the company reports,
according to a recent whitepaper.

Potato skins, sautéed mushrooms and buffalo wings (w/ blue cheese)—$9¾

EXIT 67:
Sinking Alliance of Small Island States (SAOSIS)

Graphical Plan of Attack:
1. Incorporating the form into webpage
2. Keymatch terms and synonyms (to control meaning)
3. Front-end editing (to control truth)
4. Back-end editing (regime change)

(kitchen kisses kill)

Telling the story of an abstraction makes you cry.
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A Discovery You Can’t Pass Up
We discovered an abandoned sum of Four-Hundred MILLION Dollars
($400million) in a treasure chest/safety deposit box of a defunct communist
regime. Fake records indicate that the money belongs to the Late Dr.
Benson Bertracken who died in a plane crash/wrestling match/drug deal
gone bad. Since you might be his uncle/dad/grandfather, we thought you
would want to claim the money because governmental and company
bylaws dictate that we cannot release the money from his account unless
someone applies as his next of kin. All you must do is transmit your bank
account number along with your social security number and a valid credit
card and we will immediately transfer the funds to your account.
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Conditional Conjunction (i)
If, as noted above, a substantial and segregable amount of
construction, alteration, or repair is required…

telephones explode
burnt in cascades of knowledge
specific outrage

Ingredients: scallops, bed, russet potatoes, sweet potatoes, chipotle
peppers, vinegar, mustard, olive oil, vegetable oil, salt, pepper, egg whites,
egg yolks, garlic, leaks, shallots, onions, fennel, cumin

hatless trap
atlas slap

Pushing Your Eyeball for a Philosophy of the Visual Arts
Page 123

Haunting intersections
right (if you’re driving)
through brittle map’s beacon
idly resigning
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Dancing like Architecture (IX)
Lead couple lends voice to concerns of patriarchy
throughout the ranks. All pass through and spit.
Soon, all the men are dancing alone.
***
The opposing couple keeps changing hats.
Obviously, we can’t double date again.

Woman Falling Up a Staircase
1962, Derivative, Infringes on Several Copyrights, Lent by the
Artist’s Mom

Buildings are divisions of ideas;
Sometimes bad ideas
About the nature of man.

…then the verisimilitude of the law will be versified.
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Media Directive (nine knives waiting)
Stir sauce into pasta to combine; serve. Also, please identify your state or
province of legal residence for tuition purposes. Your application will be
saved as plain text. Make sure you keep your advisor abreast of your
research. Firmly push down two inches on chest 15 times. Remember to
get started early. Stir well.

“Once you start unbinding everything they’re going to get all mixed up.”

Scene Summary:
Antonia storms into the teachers lounge, stares around to make sure no one
is there and slams the door behind her. Her finger gets caught in the hinge.
She bleeds. She stops bleeding. She next crumbles up the unsigned
consent form and launches it across the room: no one will get out of class
on her watch. As sobs overcome her, she half-collapses into a chair and
weeps her little heart out.
Beige burnt oaks for columns now.
Each painting was covered in speakers
Hiding each work in noise.
***
Crows flock to the snow
Piled atop
Miniature dioramas of car crashes.
Gift: barrels of oil and sand packaged in wet childlike vinyl figurines
(layered in scripture)
53 Diagonal: Optimal Tax Policy from the Left.
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out ((1000-109)/99)
Prioritize risks and rules.
People can’t locate their data.
Work backwards from function.
That’s why you sit around for an operations meeting.

Fruitwood Stuffed and Wrapped Salmon, Coconut Truffle Beurre Blanc—
$18

EXIT 821:
Bloggers’ Paradise

List of Trial-Cave Drawings:
7 No Date—Jury
8 Guilty—Probably the Next Day
9 Raped—Three Days After That
10 Murder—The Question Is: Who Killed Whom?
11 No One Cares—Forever

(hardcore humanitarian homeostatic habitats)

Burning this town down isn’t good for your lungs.
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To everyone at Calvin Klein,
Let me explain my situation: My wife, Carolyn Kousky, has a birthday on
April 11th (this Friday). As you might have noticed, her initials are the
same as Mr. Klein's and I'm not sure if Mr. Klein is aware of this or not,
but his initials (as well as Carolyn's) are the opposite of Kenneth Cole's
initials. How interesting! I was wondering if you would like to give her a
gift certificate because she has the same initials as Mr. Klein, you know, in
the spirit of things. It would make her very happy and I'm sure it will make
all of you excited to know that someone with the same initials as your boss
is wearing the underwear you so dutifully create. Anyway, let me know,
your products fill me with joy. I am so sorry to hear that your boss, like so
many of our finest citizens, has succumbed to substance abuse. However,
it gladdens my heart to know that he is seeking help.
Thank you for your exuberant designs and time.
Hopefully you will send my wife a gift certificate,
Francis Raven
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Conditional Conjunction (j)
If (as is usually the case) we are engaged to assist you with matters
relating to treatment, payment, or health-care operations…

do I want pictures
of seagulls lining my room?
rotting fish will stink

Ingredients: bread flour, water, olive oil or cooking oil (depending on the
model number), whole wheat flour, active dry yeast or bread machine
yeast, dried basil, oregano, rosemary crushed, fleur de sel, garlic powder,
cornmeal (optional), may contain traces of peanuts, meat, and/or alcohol

oil unravel coil
stuck travel luck

Cabbage and its Discontents

Page 81

coffee scrapes pillow’s teeth;
scum removed,
and this is a metaphysical principle?
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Dancing like Architecture (X)
Knowing where you hold on the body in the middle
or on the neck
when you’re dancing
is sometimes difficult to say
if you subscribe to a veil of ignorance during the dance.
***
Motions traveling in unison
And then dry liquids.
There are always other performers in the wings

My Wife at Midnight, My Wife at Dawn, My Mistress at
Snacktime
Oil on Canvas, 1973, Foreign Translation Rights: SONY
(SNYCL)

Vaunting columnar jointing
Laughing at your pedestal’s chipping paint.
Hyperbole has melted the bowl,
Taken it for scrap, another terrorist alert.

…then the fish live in murk and must read waterproof tourguides.
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Media Directive (ten pimply steeples pointing)
Take one person out of the room. Tell her to mime a duck landing on a
frozen lake! Use fresh, filtered water when preparing your tea for tasting.
Pull the big lever up, slide the drill over to the center until the alignment
markers match and push the lever back down.
“All you have to do is look at those kids who did not receive that diploma.”
Scene Summary: Investigation Time Again:
Who is this lady? Why won’t she exit the opulent hotel? Luckily, her
pizza slips from between her fingers and we have DNA confirmation that
she was at the scene of the crime. All we need is motive. How about some
music for dancing?
Pallets of inspiration
filtered through target customers,
“when you gamble, you take a risk,
much like in fashion.”
***
Lights shine back and forth behind fake Venetian blinds
or a red one blinks as the covering is reflected,
and yet, merely hides the wall’s tea stains.
Gift: small ecosphere container, surreal time-clock container, Zen
container, prayer rug container, surreal time-clock container, massaging
pen container, sandbox container, balance ball chair and container,
executive punching bag (w/ photo insert) container, vibrating swivel belt
clip and optional attached jet action pedicure footbath container
3 Across: The man formerly known as the man who never sings for his
religion but who is now thought of as a sick terrorist.
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out (11.7777778-(16/9))
Spontaneous confessions of marketers,
Virally infiltrating children’s social networks,
Bearing the contradictions of individuals
Working in ethically shady businesses.

Burnt Cheese on a Stick—$6

EXIT 92b:
Free Beer For All

Photographs from the Guidebook,
Individuating Leaves on the Highway:
(1) punching the hole
(2) slipping the rope
(3) placing finger
(4) aligning
(5) tying the knot

(icy insomnia identities)

What do you want to say about isolation in that new dumb hat?
If relevant parts of a tradition change is it the same?
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A Hatred
I hate saying Vente Coffee. Although I sometimes sell out and give into
frequenting Starbucks I refuse to order a “Vente Coffee.” I always say,
“I’d like a big coffee,” or “Can I get a large cup of coffee?” or even
indicate what I want using the ordered pair “(coffee, large).” But I will
never ever say “Vente Coffee.” Nobody else should use these words
either. They make customers look like they actually believe they are fancy
enough to be in Tuscany just because they can order a cup of coffee.
However, Starbucks’ clientele obviously knows this is not the case. They
know they’re just regular people trying to drink a good cup of coffee. So I
say, Stop saying Vente and invoke the solidity of the middle class by
staying plain and saying large. I hate it. I won’t do it.
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Conditional Conjunction (k)
If we space ourselves evenly on the subway…

shopping bags of snow
cover my bed, but I like
patterns of mountains

Ingredients: ground lamb, filet or best cut of beef, chick peas, lemon,
vinegar, extra virgin olive oil, water (reserved), garlic heads, fenugreek,
tahini sauce, hot chili pepper, cayenne pepper, cumin

stare chair trickle
afar cigar sickle

A Defense of Riotous Theory

Page 53

holes in bending keep concentrating,
performing stupid, yet subtle, plays
on what we used to call beds
when I was in college
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Dancing like Architecture (XI)
Trading distances around an axis
Spinning and lowering
Kneeling on your fingers outstretched
***
Lending all gravity to a single finger;
Betraying humanity
Via dancing through common actions

Philosophical Tightwad in Denim
Chromogenic Color Print, 6 ' 9 1/2” x 11', Election Day

If the primary function of a house is dwelling, how do we know?
In the first instance, architecture “represents building,”
But we know carrots are peeled in every room, coats are sewn.

…then they will just have to sit on their blisters.
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Media Directive (eleven countries invaded)
You may print a copy of the application and submit it with another form of
payment. Make sure there aren't any dings or holes in the board. Use a
monkey wrench to loosen the bit. Remove the old bit; replace it with the
required core bit and tighten. Place sheet of brown backup into tray. Your
advisor can often help direct your research in useful directions and warn
you of possible difficulties.

“I’m very sorry I took us down this conversation’s road. You have to
believe I had no idea where it would lead.”

Abstract Scene Summary:
This scene was calculated to be minimal, affordable, comfortable to
penetrate and execute. The author sculpted it to demonstrate a diversity of
common situations; how to handle them through language, authority, and
direction.

Swatches proxy for the sleeve
Rose out: an updated classic.
Several bosses approve.
Target Retail Price: $89.95
Fabric Construction: Fine-Gauge Jersey Knit
In-Store Delivery: Feb. 28, 2006
Tag Position: Stitched inside of neck, left aligned
Inspiration: Outer edge contrast stitch
Source: Multi

Gift: helps you lose weight, 40 - 80% off (every day of the week), best
value Rx, healthiest home products this side of the Mississippi, breathe and
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sleep better, facilitates living as though flourishing in your personal
journey for self-expression

within the human body’s capacity to blush
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out (√121)
Shadows cover persuasions of protection: cash
and damage assessment: I will not be quoted by name.
High need to know how assets have been recruited (plans and intentions).
***
In espionage cases lawyers must divulge secret proportions.
No one is paying attention to your minor terrorist group.
Violation: secure and nonsecure phones must be at least 5 feet apart.

Raw Stuff from the Sea—$62

EXIT 1331:
ROUTE 121
EASY ON / EASY OFF
KISS’N’RIDE

List of Drawings for Checklist:
(1) Temperature Class
(2) Hazardous Mass
(3) Equipment Group
(4) Quality Assessment Report (QAR)
(5) Poor Copy of the Above

(grammarian’s guitar gardens)

Not allowed: snapping photographs from above the second floor.
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Patent Application (6)
Epiphanical Mobile Device
The user of a mobile terminal enters keywords indicative of message
categories he wishes to peruse then walks around a mall. If there is a
match he has an epiphany and it is in a mall. He is then saddened that his
epiphany is not poetic enough because it has taken place in a mall. This is
the beauty of the product: before reaching an epiphany the product chases
the client out of the mall and urges him to go to nature, usually to a body of
water or a grouping of significant trees.
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Conditional Conjunction (l)
If the strangeness of baggage cannot be mastered…

dead Juniper stands
below red sandstone spires;
crows fly through arches.

Ingredients: Rockwater (hot rocks rapidly removed from distilled water),
desiccated apple skins, thumb-smashed tomatoes, lukewarm milk, overripe pear meat, heated heirloom salt, smoke roasted seeds (various), rotated
acorn squash, bent broccoli, limp beans, several dented cans (cook’s
choice), dark chocolate, chili powder (fancy and hot), extra-cold peanut
butter

clean turn
burn scene

Making a First Impression: You Can Say NO Again!
Page 49

dual possibilities of lights
sustained
through present leaf trails
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Dancing like Architecture (XII)
Motions bust because of you.
It will fly; Motion of the bust
Shake volition Shake
To be sexy To know
Shake, Will that is,
Will you? Shake? With Volition?
Not Cancel? But “Can a cell know?”
Memory, that is, with volition?
***
Even bending a knee
Can be accomplished
Better after stretching

A to Be and Back, Counting Down Slowly: 10-0, The Final Score
Overdetermined Schlock; First Presentation:
ASA Poster Session: The Overexplainer

Capturing the space between walls:
Why does dwelling say itself poetically?
First answer, (1) Home is the outer shell
Is poetry a necessary condition for a home?
Or merely sufficient?
The babbling young words of bathtime build our souls.

…then you won’t remember the last item you left at your parents’ house.
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Media Directive (The Midnight on Bourbon St. with a Jello Shot
Blues)
Use a neon tester to double-check that the power is off, especially if there
is more than one set of wires in the ceiling outlet. As with any rule, there
are exceptions. Lay out the items you will need to cool the beans before
you roast, like a collander, a wooden spoon, and a spray bottle with
distilled water if you chose to water-quench the roast.
He asked again, sheepishly:
“Do you have any reason to ask why you want to hear a certain piece of
music?”
Episode Summary:
Donald comes home from football practice on Saturday afternoon. An
irreversible, untreatable, and invariably fatal disease threatens to wipe out
the whole world. He wipes his nose on a tee-shirt and then discovers that
his dad, Thomas, is upset because Don left the house without doing his
chores or helping out with the fence. Thomas has been talking about that
fence since Don was a young child. It has never been finished. Now parts
of it are rotting at the bottom. Tom harshly reprimands Don for going to
football practice instead of doing his chores. The fence falls down.
Everyone can now see the naked people and there’s an infectious disease to
boot. This episode establishes that Tom and Don are strong, normally
silent, types with deep caring sides capable of sweeping misery from the
world.
Original: Islamic Collection
(Metropolitan Museum of Art)
Reproduction:
Method of Fabrication:
Cast, pierced, and engraved metal
(displacing some)
Carried by Tiffany Inc. and other fine jewelers.
Gift: All purpose survival tool, Patagonia Silkweight Underwear, Healthy
Back Bag, Chamois Towel, Turkish Coffee Pot, Sun Pure Water Purifier,
Rolla Roasters, Van Winkle Sleeping Bag, Toothbrush, Soap, Extra Soap,
Second Extra Soap
within the same page?
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out (((108-9)/11))+3)
Full capability through configuration management.
Safety direction: always requesting most recent report.
Agent based architecture: for those who were ambassador bigots
Our clients beat our blinders off.

Call the Firefighters: Homemade Dough Cooked Over an Open Flame—$6

EXIT 28:
IKEA SUPERSTORE
(Grand Opening 2005)
FREE SHUTTLE

List of Illustrations:
p. 15 Flight structure and timelines
p. 16 Aerial view of the same field, showing the true pattern
p. 17 Layout of the buried town including “torture for democracy” sites
p. 18 Drunk lady commits suicide behind voting booth
p. 19 Facsimile of letter to powerless interim president, laughing

(insecure itching ink)

The chorus informs us of the plot and what type of drama it seeks to
become.
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Patent Application (7)
Location Analysis
You know you live here but you don’t know how. A communication
system includes a transmission as well as a receiving device. Your distinct
personality optimizes the amount of light in a given light source based on a
captured finger image and accidentally emphasizes the vein pattern during
image processing for identification. A locking bar activation member
engages and subsequently disengages a locking bar with the engagement
disk to prevent rotation of the axle. In this design, a human, a small child,
or an animal includes a sensor in the trunk and an evaluation device
connected to the sensor device, which might tell you who your saint is and
where you are supposed to live. We have eyeglasses and hats, every
metaphor you want; let’s get going on our new policy recommendations.
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Conditional Conjunction (m)
If no more voices line no more pockets…
violence in stacks
organized indecision
building room for doubt

Ingredients: smooth peanut butter (not of the all-natural variety), low
sodium soy sauce, broccoli (tops cut into florets, stems peeled, cut into thin
strips), slightly warmed water, zucchini (cut lengthwise in half, then
crosswise into 1/3-inch-thick sections), chopped and peeled fresh-ginger,
garlic clove (roasted and chopped), red-wine vinegar, Asian sesame oil,
orange-blossom honey, dried hot red pepper flakes

gift sleeve curl
lift cleave girl

Converting Kids into Users (CKIU)

Page 733

differences made in sand
beside books;
catching waves,
mixing tenses
with belligerent neighbors
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Dancing like Architecture (XIII)
You must insert the story
In the suitcase between moves
To show off mockingly within a dance
***
Carrying the body by the head
Lifting your own
W/ the back of a hand

Teamwork (Surfboat): A Shared Purpose (Corporate Motivational
Poster)
$25,127.36 & eligible for FREE Super Saver Shipping.
YOU SAVE: $11,824.64!

The key is in a slat under the eaves.
Turn the cheesy voyage inward.
The parapet is there for your safety,
Yours and the birds.
Raptor-center professionals
Will arrive twice a week to feed them.
Beside the column you will find
A turret in conjunction with these instructions.
Spiral up the avant-garde ladder:
“You’ll find my computer is on.”

…then you won’t know when to plant wheat.
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Media Directive (a baker’s dozen for the lady in the red hat)
Look for something with the general characteristics of being wide, thick,
and long as opposed to narrow, short, and thin. Check the victim for
unresponsiveness. Click Here. Hurl snowballs at the green team before
they knock your team down. Continue onto I-270 S. From the Windows
Start button select Settings and then Control Panel. Take Hanley Rd.
Ramp.
“The artist has no preference for how much oil fills each vessel. Each
owner has the option of choosing.”

Show Summary:
Tonight we follow the Las Vegas PD Criminalistics Division, second best
crime lab in America, through incessant close-ups of foreign scientific
objects and tools. Hard-nosed (and perhaps hard-boiled) Captain Jim Brass
provides a straight-man for quirky Spikey Spokane as they track down
perpetrators using scientific analysis and the occasional leap from logic:
faith. Together the crime team navigates the famous empty dreams and
false masks of Las Vegas in search of the epistemic holy grail: evidence.
Clear apple orb
(objects appear larger…etc.)
Under fashion industry’s portico,
Filled entirely with Steve Madden shoes.
Were they all left feet?

Gift: George Foreman Grill Machine W/Bonus If You Never Use It, Office
Massage Cheating Session, Dying Dot-com Poster
within the raging customer service office
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out (∏+10-.141592654…)
Screen Doors for Better Business:
We’ve got a body shop over there.
I can’t tell you what they do
Or how much they charge/
But I can point with my ring on.

Wild Boar Taquito w/ Sesame Pico and General Guevara Sauce—$10.00

EXIT 25:
UPSTAIRS DOWNSTAIRS
Contemporary Furniture

List of Illustrations:
This Is Joe’s Right Earlobe
This is Jane’s Left Breast
This is Joe’s Right Nut
This is Jane’s Left Hand
(neglected nervous nucleus)

Take a Proof of Delivery Stamp and Get Ease of Mind.
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Patent Application (8)
A Food of Sorts
A data logger records a time/temperature profile for the preparation and
cooling of a prepared food by recording only those timed points specified
on a specific food preparation protocol. A composition for stabilizing
various types of meat (including avocado and cheese) is disclosed and
admixed in a color-stabilizing amount with other meats (including other
substances) to form a color-stabilized concentrate. The method reforms
small pieces of natural cheese or other dairy products (such as shreds, trim,
or offcuts) and feeds the small pieces through a mechanical pump and die
that transforms the product into a cohesive larger chunk. An apparatus for
converting a kettle-type food cooker into a food smoker includes an upright
cylindrical housing having an open top and bottom with a grill support at
its upper end and a water pan support at its lower end. An improved mealsubstitute food bar is thus generated, herein called a meal-equivalent food
bar because it is divided into segments equivalent to the sequence of
courses in a conventional meal, including appetizer with functional appetite
stimulants; main-course with major nutritional requirements intact; and
desert with functional appetite depressants. A barbecue oven, on the other
hand, has an internal firewall separating a cooking chamber and a fire
chamber and thus burns all food-like substances to ash.
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Conditional Conjunction (n)
If miniscule pencil stains on your china make you sick…
save as; frozen app.
killer fan's shaving the heat
blowing permanence

Ingredients: White wine, carrot soup, amplification, neighbors, lemonade,
speakers, salt, sugar, tobacco, red-pepper soup, etc. Throw it all in a pot
and serve it to a nice minister!

track taste
slack paste

Queuing Techniques Allowing for Risk Aversion
Page 310

sacrifice declarations;
habits become art
if you allow them, eventually,
like saints in the morning
with all the wreckage
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Dancing like Architecture (XIV)
Ballet dancers pose at a Fake Salsa Club mid-performance.
The yellow handkerchief is passed to the man on the bar stool.
He alone is allowed to watch.
Unfortunately, he drops the napkin as she waits; the dance ends.

Composition 18,678 (Kandinsky Lived Too Long)
The Abstraction Laid Upside Down is Shocking Again, 1993,
$42,000
CHEAP!

We bring nouns back to architecture
by placing odd endings on the verbs
we knew before in fire.
That is the telling.

…then the free paper will be smudged and trampled on the subway.
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Media Directive (fourteen killer apps.)
Disconnect infected computers from the network so as to prevent the virus
spreading further during preparations. Cut around the 12 segments (gores)
that make up the globe. Cut right in between the gores so your scissors
almost touch the equator. Locate the screw in the metal numbered semi
meridian. With a flat-head screw driver, loosen and remove the screw.
Consider the person who will receive the globe and what the globe will be
used for. Will it be merely functional (allowing a student to visualize the
world), or will it be displayed as an artistic piece? Smell the computer. If
it stinks repeat debugging procedure.
“We might want to start tearing the tickets. The formal list is correct, but
the stub registers the wrong beginning time.”
Scene Summary:
While surrounded by a complete language, Joeguin manages to pull (like
taffy, like taffy my friend) the pistol from WaltBen and turn it on the
assembled portrait of modern man and his unwanted urge to philosophy.
They are always claiming and claiming, but sometimes they must (I’m not
sure what the force of that must is if you must know) stop passively in
silence. The gun must warm up before Joeguin can possibly use it. What
else is there but to rub the gun, to massage it, to friction the words from
history’s ghost? In the erotic interlude, WaltBen manages to flee and
eventually falls into the hands of the other tribe on the island—”The
Insiders.”
Never mind: this represents my creative testament at age 28
Ornamented with preoccupations and past work that led me to dancing.
Embellish my globe with joyful noise; this is a great disguise.
Gift: Warm the Dorm Muffin Tin, pens for wandering blues, Jamaican
Blue Mountain Coffee, sticks and stones, unlimited rental plan, late fees
paid on arrival to the nearest video outlet…relief

within your deepest falling off
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out (1728395046/123456789)
All changes are logged as transactions.
Larger companies want to touch your agent.
Who will be given that type of authority?
We’re hearing stories from our customers.

Braised Halibut with Pumpkin Gnocchi Laying in Crab and Lemongrass
Broth—$32

EXIT 66u:
What’s Under There?

Graphics for CyberLaw PowerPoint Presentation:
In the privacy section – A person with a cloak over her head
On slide 80 – Investigator searching for a needle in a haystack
On slide 82 – A person intruding on another person’s privacy
On slide 102 or 103 – Image of the stock market
On slide 112 0r 113 – A hospital or doctor’s office

(broken bark bacchanal)

TEACH ME TO BE A BETTER LIBERAL
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Patent Application (9)
System and method for spinning music
A method of spinning music, of wrapping it around breath to breath, beat
to beat, but simultaneously of escaping the personal. This puzzle had
always mustered voices, but the drums had always clapped at precisely the
wrong times. This time the company has the arrangement right in the bag,
woman in the sack with her beautiful voice. This is not criminal. This is
merely a capitalist tool for making money, but it can be used to make the
music of saints. Said method includes steps of: (a) measuring at least one
input value of a parameter of the monitorable stage of the process; (b)
measuring at least one output value of the parameter of the monitorable
stage of the process; and (c) utilizing at least one input value and the at
least one output value for constructing a process output empirical model
for uncovering a functional relationship between the at least one input
value and at least one output value. You know how to close your eyes.
You know how to open your eyes. If you commit these actions at the same
time I am saying you have infringed on my patent outlined here.
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Conditional Conjunction (o)
If the coach turns around to catch the next raunchy elevator…

aspens lace stone walls
falling to emerald pools:
translucent dresses

Ingredients: Head cheese (actually), blood (actually), celery (actually),
burnt butter (actually), burnt bread (actually), old oranges (actually), rancid
wine (actually), ex-lovers (actually), paper (actually), papercuts (actually),
salmon scales (actually), onion skin (actually), papaya seeds (actually)

type catch shove
pipe latch glove

Regulations Driving Customers to the Wrong People

Page 239

limp trees, shadow birds
swallowing pictures actually,
inside of them, threats
legal noise
stepping out of middle age
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Dancing like Architecture (XV)
Generating their own beats
Gracefully, of course,
Scooping and pushing.
Submission, twirls, another rendering leader.
***
Breakdancing is ballet
w/ beats
on your head
for one.

Driftwood, Oak Tree, Sunset, Dune, Birds, Windsor Lake, Etc.
Revenge of the Nature Photo, $69.95 for One(1) Photograph Per
Month, S&H Included

When do we ask about the function of a building?
Sometimes the occupation of a porch is the shade it brings underneath.
A respite of answers, reserved in walls.
If someone dies should we tear down their house?

…then you believe you’re lying.
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Media Directive (fifteen hotel shampoos in your cabinet, waiting)
Cap top of the bottle and turn upside down for approximately 5 seconds.
Serve with a lime wedge. Locate the “Enter Key” button and click.
Follow instructions to choose a language, operating system, and any other
choices. Run alongside the bike, holding it up by the seat with one hand on
the handlebars to show how you turn them in order to keep the bike
upright. Bookmark this page now!
“She makes plastic things out of other plastic things. That’s what it means
to be a plastic artist.”
Trail Description:
Start at the Salmon’s Egg Ranger Station. Please sign in with a
uniformed official who will be smoking a pipe on the front porch. Check
the bulletin board for trail closures, furniture advertisements, job listings,
and information concerning the famed salmon runs. To begin, turn south
(left) at the highway and walk a very few steps to the Red Plank Trail
billboard. Cross several streams. Look for salmon. Stretch your legs
uphill through alder, hemlock, and Douglas fir. Soon you're contouring
around a slope and back where you started. Don’t you wish you looked at
the salmon longer? Let that be a lesson to you. Always look longer.
These are not photographs. Excuse me, that’s not a dead leg.
That is not blood. Please blame it on the other day.
The ground is frozen and the camera broke in your mom’s lake.
***
What’s beneath your wet jeans and unadorned teen angst?
Some other jewelry – I might understand voices poised in necklaces.
Gift: It’s just a start. I’ll get you another ounce later this month. There
will be more. I promise. Once I see you again there will be more. I’m
sorry I haven’t seen you more. It’s not a problem with you. It’s just the
job I’m in, the situation I have with my job, and the work they give me,
and the other things and responsibilities and friendships and relationships I
want to be in and the ones in which I have no interest. They’re anchoring
me down and yet they make me sour but still I keep up with them. I wish I
wasn’t so sour, but I know apologies won’t succeed. I know that sarcasm
won’t get me through, but the aesthetic life might not matter now that I’m
gone.
within her stupid words of selfish misery
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Aesthetic Business Driver Eating Out (75/5)
Imaginary partitions separating consulting from auditing:
Do the bad guys have to cheat?
Wherever that line is.
Dissimilarity: the CEO is personally liable.

Flambéed Puffy Peaches Stuffed w/ Plum Balsamic-Vinegar Granita—$8

EXIT 69bd:
Yellow Submarine (the original one)
A.K.A. Noah’s Ark of the Mid-West

List of Evidence:
Gloves that Fit (size 10)
Your Awful Character
The Murder Weapon (illegally purchased handgun)
Several People Spitting at You
Half-Eaten Wild Boar Taquito

(contextualizing covered consciousness)

Your Comments Count If You Have a Really Important Person’s Phone
Number
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Patent Application (10)
War Media System
This revolution in military affairs (RMA) consists primarily of a minutely
targeted media system, which includes a biometrically accessible storage
disk. The main advantage of the system is that after successful completion
of the background check you will no longer be forced to have your luggage
scanned for bombs (therefore, opening the window). The media
organization file includes at least two media-selection parameters and
associations from your past so that all who are psychically connected with
you are able to become your allies in an all-out no-holds-barred cultural
war. The system is configured and operated using software to provide
passenger entertainment services including audio and video on-demand,
information dissemination, product and service order processing, video
teleconferencing and data communication services. The method comprises
procedures for storing viewer preference information and subsequently
characterizing media programs selected by a first user’s memory and
transmitting (at least!) a portion of these preferences to a second user for
storage in a memory for later nostalgia and anxiety concerning other
minds. In the preferred embodiment, the media system further includes a
means for playing the plurality of suitable media clips, which, of course,
can then be used to bomb targets and later apologized for at the suitable
(and required) press conferences.
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